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Ideas r or discussion with Reitz and Blackwell :

1.

Prepare a packet of information including mo s t or all of the
following items :

2.

a.

Board or Control policy statement on academic freedom

b.

American Alumni Council supplement on academic freedom

c.

Daytona Beach Morning Journal series on

d.

Southern Regional Education Board Commission's Goals Report

e.

Dr . Yearley 1 s open letter (St . Pete Times Magazine , Dec . 16)

r.

cover letter giving brief statement of principles and
recommending speciric steps to be taken by organizations
and individuals who endorse the statement . The statement
might recommend such specific steps as aboli t'ion or the
Johns Committee and Constitutional autonomy for the st at e
University system~
-

t~e

Johns Committee

These items should be assembled and t h e cover letter should
be prepared and signed by the presidents of the alumni associations
of the University or Florida , Florida .State University and
Florida A & M University , and by the President of the University
of South Flori da Foundation .

This group , representing their

respec.ti ve institut ions , wo uld act as spokesmen for the entire
confederation , and wo uld prepare a mailing list of several
thousand organizations and• individuals .

Specific support and
/

endorsement of the principles would be sought from the State
Chamber or Commerve , the Council of 100 , the League of Women
Voters , the American Association of University Women and the
State professional associations of all the major professions ,
including medicine , dent istry, law , journalism, architecture
and others.

The principal purpose or such endorsement would

b e organized support ror corrective action by the next legislature .
Candidates for publ ic office , including that of governor , should
also be a sked to endorse the statement of policy .

Knowing your interest in and commitment to Florida's
future , we are sending you this packet of information about
the state's university system, and about higher education in
general .

We hope you will endorse the principles which these

papers support, and that you will join us in seeking state - wide
approval of the following statement of principle:
Florida's St·ate University System faces a unique opportunity
for gre atness .

As a training ground for tomorrow's leaders , as

a center for research and development in the space age, as a
magne t for future industrial development , as a stimulus to our
c ultural enrichn1ent and as an essential pillar of our Democratic
structure, our fan1ily of public institutions of higher learn ing
holds the key to a f uture of unlimited potential for the state.
We , the undersigned , being fully cognizant of these facts ,
give our endorsement and support to the following principles:
1.

Florida's state university system should be operated

entirely by the State Board of Control, in accordance with the
laws of the state , free of any hint
2.

o~

political interference .

The State Legislative Investigating Committee, which

has spent thousands of dollar s conducting ne edless and damaging
investigations of our universities in the past six years, should
not be perpetuated by the 1963 Legislature.

3.

The vote r s of Florida should be given an opportunity

to pass upon an amendment to the state Constitution granting
complete fr ee dom of operation to the state university system,
subject only to the established governing regulations of the
Board of Control and to pQst audit of its financial records
by the State § uditor.

We believe the vast majority of Florida's citizens
want an outstanding system of higher education.
believe further that the

fuif~llment

We

of these three

objectives will make such a system possible; witho ut
such protections , our universities will not be able to
achieve their high· promise.

UN!VE.RSITV OF SOlJfH FlORIDA
TO:

11/14/62
Members of State Boord of Education
Members of Board of Control of Florida
Members of Council of Presidents
Members of Faculty Relations CommlUee meeting with Board of Conh·of

The following resolution was passed by the Senate of the Universily of South
Flortdo at its meeting on November 14, 1962:.
The naed for excelfernce in our universi~!e& is obviouso Since recent events 8
lncludhlg the startling suspension of Dr o Sheldon Gt·ebstein,. have brought into questioFll
the capacity of the State of Florida to meet- this need, the Senate of th0 University of
South Florida expresses its convfctians as follows:

We condemn the infringement of lhe rights of faculty members to think ond
oct as responsible professional men and women.,
We condemn ~-he violation of the essen rio I right of every man to confront
those who accuse him of being professionally and morally incompa~·ent or corrupt o It is
remarkable rhat the human ri~b so long cherished by this nation should be so irresponsibly ignored o
We reiect as unworkable and improper rhe imposition by the Board of ConiTol,
without any prior consulta~lon with the faculries concerned, of a policy regulating the
Internal affairs of the unlversitieso The hazy and subJective phrasing of the document
"Implementations of the Recommandationso o o oSttptemb&r 14, 1962 11 appears on the one
hand an invitation to those motivated by prejudice, focal ambitton 0 or the hope of private
gain, to interfere with the progr&ss of responsible higher education fn the state, and on
the other hand an Indirect, grotesqua comm~nt that a university staff must be continually
scrutinized for sinister bellClvior and treasonable desireso We can only assume tha~ the
Intention of the Boord's statement 'Was neither to provoke obscurely motivated ai'tacks, ~or
to deny the respcmsibiflty of faculties in matters of acodemic programso

We deplore i-he afready serious and possibly irreparable decline, both in effec~~
lve teaching and in fawlty morale c:aused by this infringement, viofation, and tmpositiono
The presen~ atmo.Sphere promotes indifference and in2ptitUds rather than enthusiasrn and
sfdll; it eracoura96S the acceph:am:e of the mediocre ra~her than the expec~ai'ion of exceffence; It directs Imaginative emrgies toward letters of application atsawhere rather than
toward inventiveness in teaching hare o The difficulties of recruiting MW staff members
who meet our estabftshed high standards, as welf as of retaining these presently trere 0 are
lncreaslnga We believe that the htgh pvrposes and prawn competence that created the
Uniwnity of South Florida can be sustained only by immediate, precise, and straigh~
forward attention to these maii-el'S o
We expect to recelw from the Board of Control, In oddiNon to its general
direction of the university S)IStam, an authoritative and skillful defense against the
hasty gestures of igAOrance and malice, politics, and caprice. In turn, the universities
can continue to work in teaching and research tov.tOrd our high aspirations for oR Intellectual environment in Floridao

.,.

We applaud the proposal iha~ members of the Bocrd of Con~·rol meet wHh
representatives of the several univevsities to establish principles cmd procedures that
wtll prevent further disorder .. We hope that the Board of Corotrol, together wH·h the
administrative offi"cea·s and· teaching faculties of the state unive•"Sities, will foa·mulate
an honesi', clear, and fus~ policy sta~-ement that will preclude i'he retrogression of
htghsr education in Florida o

ReSOLUTION PROPOSED TO THE UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA SENATE
November 14, 1962

~The

need for excellence in our universities is obvious. Sine~ recent events,
the startling suspension of Dr. Sheldon Grebstein, have brought into question the capacity of the State of Florida to meet this nel!d, the Senate of the University
of South Florida expresses its convictions as follows:
We condemn the infringement of the rights of faculty members to think and
act as responsible professional men and women.

We condemn the violation of the essential right of every man to ~ confront...
those who accuse him of being professionally and morally incompetent or corrupt.
It is remarkable that the human rights so long cherished by this nation should be so
irresponsibly ignored.
We reject as unworka~le and improper the imposition by the Board of Control,
without any prior consultation with the faculties concerned, ot a policy regulating
the internal affairs of the universities. The hazy and subjective phrasing of the
document "Implementations of the Recorranendations .•. September 14, 1962 11 appears on the
one hand an invitat~on to those motivated by prejudice~ local ambition, or the hope
of private gain, to interfere with the progress of responsible higher education in the
state, and on the other hand an indirect, grotesque comment that a university staff
must be continually scrutinized for sinister behavior and treasonable desires. We can
only assume that the intention of the Board's statement was neither to provoke obscurely
motivated attacks, nor to deny the responsibility of faculties in matters of academic
programs.
We deplore the already serious and possibly irreparable decline both in
effective teaching and in faculty morale caused by this infringement, violation, and
imposition. The present atmosphere promotes indifference and ineptitude rather than
enthusiasm and skill; it encourages the acceptance of the mediocre rather than the
expectation of excellence; it directs imaginative energies toward letters of application elsewhere rather than toward inventiveness in teaching here. The difficulties
of recruiting new staff members who meet our established high standards, as well as
of retaining those presently here, are increasing. We believe that the high purposes
and proven competence that created the University of South Florida can be sustained
only by immediate, precise, and straightforward attention to these matters.
We expect to receive from the Board of Control, in addition to its general
direction of the university system, an authoritative and skillful defense against the
hasty gestures of ignorance and malice, politics and caprice. In turn , the universities
can continue to work in teaching and research toward our high aspirations for an intellectual environment in Florida.
~

We applaud the proposal that members of the Board of Control a an r 111Ft with
representatives of the several universities to establish principles and procedures
that will prevent further disorder. We hope that the Board of Control, together with
the administrative officers and teaching faculties of the state universities , will
iormulate an honest, clear, and just policy statement that will preclude the retrogression of higher education in Florida.

Florida Statute 240.04 say s in part:
The board of control has jurisdiction over and complete management
and control of all the said several institutions ••• and is invested with full
power and authority. to make all r uies and regulations necessary for thei'r
governance, not incons'istent with the general rules and regulations made or r
which may be

~de

at any joint meeting of the said board with the state board

of education; to appoint all the ·managers, faculty, teachers, servants, and
employees, and to remove the same as in their judgment anrl discretion may be
best; fix their compensation and provide for their payment; to have full
management, possession and control of each and every of the said institutions
I

and every department thereof, and the lands, buildin s, structures and property
belonging t hereto; to provide for the course of instruction and the different
branches anc grades to be kept and maintained thereat, and to alter and change
the same; to visit and inspect the said institutions anrl each and every department,
••• to audit

an~

approve all the accounts and expenditures, supervise the

employment_and removal of all teachers and instructors; ••• an ~ to do and perform
;. every other matter or ·thing requisite to the proper management, maintenance,
. support ·a nd control of each and every of the said institutions necessary or
reQuisite to carry out ·fully the purposes of this chapter; and for raising to,
and maintaining them at, the

p rop~r

'

efficiency and standard as required in and by ·

the provisions of law, but at all times subject to the supervision and control
of the state board of education.
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At times in th• paat, tlte 4u1y conetituted legislative iave.ti;pting
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STATEMENT CONCERNING UNIVERSITY STATUS

We
and

~re

deeply oonoerned at the current threat to the universities of Florida

reo~gnize

that unless the integrity nf these institutions is quickly restored

they will never be able to retain and attract high level faculty members and the
whole university system as well as theeoonomy of Florida will suffer irreparable
-..amage.
We feel that the Board of Contr ul has demonstrated wise and vigorous leadership in the development

~f

broad university policy f ' r the state r f Fl orida.

It

has reo,gnized the need fror establishing new institutions to meet the tidal wave
nf new students.

It has insisted on higher salaries to insure the best

possi~le

faculty, it has reoAgnized the importance of good buildings and equipment and
seund fiscal policy.

For all this the state of Florida owes the B0ard a deep

debt ef gratitude.
It is not the function
~thers

how to teach them.

~f

the Board, however,

t~

teaoh

A typical faculty member has had

~la~ses

fr ~ m

or tb tell

fi v e to seven

years of professional training, has had many years of experience in practical
classroom teaching, and is much uetter prepared to make decisions c c nc e rning
teaching methods and materials than anyone on the outside.

It is as unthinkable

that a greup of laymen should reach into the classroom and tell a professi on a l
person h uw to teach as it would be for the Board of Directors c f a h o spital to
stand over the shoulder of a surgeon and try to tell him how t0 carry

th~ ough

an

c-peration.
Those deoisi4ns must be left to the faculty members themselves, a id e d b y
their administrative officers and protected by the Boa:::-d of Control.

F o ~'tu n a t e l y,

the University ef South Fl orida is left with an unusually strong faculty and
administration.

They are men of high ideals and strong

patri~tism,

the wholesome development and intellectual growth of students ,

d e ~i o ated

to

We kno w these men:

they attend our churches, participate in our civic organizations and have proved
themselves good neighbors.

We know from the experience of the past f ew years that

•
page 2

when questions of propriety have arisen on campus they have been dealt with
quietly, decisively, and with humane consideration f•r all pers uns involved.
Fl~rida

is now enjoying phenomenal growth in its population, economy, and

educational institutions.

Any injury done to our universities would s"on affect

all the people of Florida because of its adverse effect in attracting new
industries and the kind ef personnel needed to administer them.
Recently we have witnessed the awarding of large NASA Research Funds to
Heuston because of the presence there of highly &'Tanced university facilities.
It is obvious that unless Flcrida ranks high in education it will not deserve the
future which promises so brilliantly to be its destiny.
We call upon the Board ef Control to move quickly at this critical time to
make clear its willingness te supp ort university faculties and administrative
officers in the free exercise of their responsibilities, unharrassed by eutside
pressures.

And we pledge our suppert ef the Board in this endeavour, standing

ready to render any assistance we can to make our universities the great
educational centers that Florida requires.
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Allen, April 1, 1965:

If I let these flurries · of political interference get to me, I'd
have left the state with Gordon Blackwell.

If

peopl~

are going

to let themseives be agitated by all these things, they ought to
go to a private college.
~f

This is the nature of the beast , and

I worried too much about it I'd lose sleep, but I'm sleeping
I

alright.

You have to see the end of the rainbow.

For instance,

we don't like a Board of Regents made up of nine Burns pe·o ple,
but in a few years the governor will only be able to name four
of the nine while he's in office.

The transition will be painful,

.but we're making progress, and in the meantime we've got plenty
to do.

Patience is what counts most .

A BILL
TO BE ENTITLED
AN ACT RELATING TO THE FINGERPRINTING OF STATE
EMPLOYEES; DEFINING EMPLOYEES TO BE FINGERPRINTED;
REQUIRING FINGERPRINTING AS A CONDITION OF EMPLOYMENT; PROVIDING PROCEDURES FOR THE TAKING AND FILING OF FINGERPRINTS; ESTABLISHING THE RESPONSIBILITY OF ADMINISTRATORS OF STATE .AGENCIES; MAKING
FINGERPRINT REPORTS CONFIDENTIAL, AND PROVIDING AN
EFFECTIVE DATE.
WHEREAS, fingerprints serve as irrefutable and universally
accepted means of identification, and
WHEREAS, the central fingerprint files maintained by the
Federal Bureau of Investigation receive contributions from law
enforcement agencies in every area of the nation and serve as
central depository for information on criminal charges or other
illega1 activities, and
WHEREAS, fingerprinting has become an accepted preliminary
to employment by the Federal Government, by leading business
firms and public agencies , carrying with it neither stigma nor
hint of accusation, and
WHEREAS, Florida, by administrative order, has, since
mid-1962, had in effect a fingerprint requirement for all employees, and
WHEREAS, under this administrative policy more than fifty
thousand (50,000) state employees have been fingerprinted, with
review of the fingerprints obtained revealing that approximately
ten percent (107.) of these employees had enforcement agency
records, many not serious in nature and already known to the
employing entity, and

WHEREAS, the experience of this administrative program has
established ·its worth as a prudent employment policy for which
Legislative provision is dasirable,
NOW, THEREFORE,

BE IT IN.ACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THB STATE OF FLORIDA:

Section 1.

After July 1, 1965, no person shall be employ-

ed by the State of Florida who has not provided through the

employing entity of the State on an approved form issued through
the Florida Sheriffs Bureau a set of fingerprints together with
name, date of birth and social security number.
Section 2.

As

used·· in this .Act, · the terms "em.p loyee" and

"employed by the State" shall mean any individual drawing compensation in the form of a State warrant, Whether for full or
part time services, and/or any individual making contributions
to one or more of the retirement funds created and administered
under the laws of Florida, and/or any individual holding a comadasion providing for service on any board, bureau or commission
provided for by the laws of Florida as part of state government.
Section 3.

The Florida Sheriffs Bureau is designated as

repository for fingerprint records and as agent of the State

iD securing the review of employee fingerprints by the !ederal
lureau of Investigation or other appropriate agency, and is
charged with providing the employing entity, through a staff
officer designated by the head of the agency, with the results
of the review of each employee's fingerprints, and with information subsequently obtained as a result of fingerprint
identification.
-2-

Section 4.

The information contained in such reports

fhall be confidential and regarded by the Sheriffs Bureau in
the same light as other records secured from cooperating enforcement and investigative agencies, and under no circumstances
shall the information developed through employee fingerprints
be made public by the Sheriffs Bureau.

Any personnel action

based on information so obtained shall be solely that of the
entity in which appointive or employment power is vested.
Section 5.

In the event of resignation, retirement,

transfer or other separation of the employee, the employing
entity shall file with

t~e

Florida Sheriffs Bureau an approved

form providing basic information on the date and nature of
the separation of the employee, in order that the fingerprint
record files may be kept current.

This form shall be furnished

at the time of issuance of the final salary warrant for a
salaried employee, and a copy furnished the Comptroller's
Office, without which the final warrant shall not be issued.
Section 6.

In the case of employees entering, re-entering

·or transferring within state service:
( 1)

New employees shall be fingerprinted and the form

forwarded to the Florida Sheriffs Bureau prior to submission of
.

I

the first payroll voucher on which the employee s name appears.
A copy of an approved transmittal form for the fingerprints
shall be furnished the Comptroller's Office with the first
payroll voucher on which the employee's name appears, without
which no warrant shall be issued.

-3-

,

.'

(2)

Employees re-entering state service or transferring

from one employing entity to another, who have been previously
fingerprinted, shall provide on an approved form a single
thumbprint, name, date of birth and social security number,
which shall be forwarded to the Florida Sheriffs Bureau for
reference and record.

A copy of the approved transmittal form

for this information shall be furnished the Comptroller's
Office with the first payroll voucher on which the employee's
name appears, without which no warrant shall be issued.
Section 7.

The forms provided for in this Act shall be

promulgated by the Florida Sheriffs Bureau and approved by
the Governor and Cabinet of Florida.
Section 8.

This Act shall take effect immediately upon

becoming a law.
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STARR:

He was purported as saying in a speech up there that he had

talked to you about legalized gambling and that, if legalized gambling
ev~r ~arne

GOVERNOR:

under your jurisdiction, you would not be for it.
Well, you don 1 t need to go to Governor Vandiver for

that statement.

I'm agin 1 it.

I have been and am now opposed to

any extension of legalized gambling.

Yes, sir.

I don't remember

discussing it with him, but if I had I would have told him that.
FRYE:

In the story I read, it gave the indication that he was

referring to pari mutual gambling and that if you had the power
you would cut it out completely in Florida
GOVERNOR:

Well, I don't think it does any good for the state.

Actually, it is a moot question and you know I try to avoid as many
synthetic matters as I can, having enough real ones.
FRYE:

Would you care to comment on the University of South Florida

report?
GOVERNOR:

Well, of course, it has been, and properly so, referred to

the Board of Control.

I don't have a comment from them yet, except

the one that they made publicly.

I do know, of course, that of

the things mentioned in the committee report that several, or
perhaps all of them, have been known to the Board or the allegations
have been known to the Board and in some instances action taken.
One thing that people forget a little bit is that we've got three
branches of government and I am not but one of them.
committees have a very wide range of activities.

Legislative

It has not been

my practice, nor is it my purpose, to try to delineate what they

-6shall investigate.

Sometimes, of dourse, from legislative investiga-

tions harmful things are evolved, but by and large, and in a great
majority of cases, legislative investigations are a good thing and
I would not want to do anything except in extreme circumstances that
would hamper them.
FRYE:

Do

GOVERNOR:

FRYE:

you think this was a harmful one?
I

am certain that there were some bad effects from it.

Do you consider it constructive?

GOVERNOR:

I

think that the purposes of the committee were construc-

tive.
GRETSCH:

Do you know what phases of the State Barbers Commission

the staff members in your office are interesting themselves?
GOVERNOR:
GRETSCH:

I
Do

beg your pardon?
you know what phases of activity the State Barbers

Commission is being considered for -GOVERNOR:

The allegations that have been made public are all being

investigated.

Some of them have been investigated and the

investigation has been completed.

But when we complete one phase

of an investigation then there is another allegation and we run
back to cheok on that.
GRETSCH:

Do you have anything firmed up in any way at all?

GOVERNOR:
WILLS:

No.

Do you think the Milk Commission did right in what it did

the other day in Sarasota?
GOVERNOR:

I think probably I would not have done what they did.

On

the other hand, they find themselves in a very difficult situation.
They are mindful of the fact, I know, that Governor Collins ran in
a campaign, as I recall, on a vigorous platform against that price
control, and he appointed as chairman of the Commission a man who ran
a campaign almost solely against price control.

p.., rl

vet at the

Sto Petersburg Times:
Frank Trippett
Their Huzzasa Full Of SoundoooSignify Nothing
Tallahassee--That agonizing eon called the regular 60-day
legislative session drew to a closeo at length, and in the capitol 0 s
upstairs corrl.dors arose a cheer.
It arose from the throats of those gathered in the corridor
between the b1o chambers a.wai ting the final, simultaneous gavel'banging signaling the end.

Pages and wives and secretaries and aides and doorkeepers and
hangers-on cheered. Within the chambers the lawmakers cheered.
All this cheering lasted about as long as the report of a
shotgun blasto If intended as praise, the intention was but feebly
displayedo
Still, it seemed more than adequate, Maybe it is fitting to
cheer an adequate cheer just as a salute to 133 legislators for
spending 60 days in session as the Constitution suggests they should.
If sop let us add a friendly voice to those other briefly
bouyant ones ..

Huzzao

And now, while summer 0 s hot winds fan upon usa let us puzzle
upon the wonders of these 60 dayso tlonders? Wonderful conundrums 0
at leasto
In a nation freshly aware that i t must bring to its people
the finest in education, Florida 0 s Legislature spends its fiercest
energies for 60 days in discovering how to do the minimum, how to
get by with the least~
In a nation hopj~g to tutor the backward hordes in the subtle
benefits of liberty and sell them on ~t, Florida 0 s Legislature
shows a fearful distrust of the product--liberty_, and its selfcontained po\>Jers of persuasion--and orders that Florida pupils be
coached, just in case theymve missed the point of their way of life,
that freedom is preferable to tyranny.
Ah, as Harry Golden so often says, only in America--

Sweet land of free enterprise and the Florida Legislature,
America is, and you just should have been here to watch these
lawmakers who honor themselves so often with the label Jeffersoniane
From the outset down to the wire that ruling majority of the
State Senate--Jeffersonians, all: fanatic believers in the-leastgovernment-the-best, diehard adherents to a system of competitive
business freely operated--from opening gavel to the final bang
they connive and conjure to fix prices on whisky, on milk, on motel
rooms, even, by governmental action.
True, this was what some whisky peddlers want, and likewise
with some milk distributors a·n d some motel keepers. Assuredly free
they are1 and surely enterprising, enterprising as can be, in the
State Senate, if not in the House where the price fixers meet more
potent opposition.
Ah, sweet land of states rights, too, America is--land of

states rights and the Florida Legislature.
It has been a wondrous thing, once again, to watch Florida
lawmakers defend the rights of the State.

First they ward off further federal encroachment on public
education by giving the school teachers a pay raise averaging $3.80
a weeka before taxes.
Next they try to pass a bill simply prohi:hiting Florida from
accepting any f~deral contributions to teacher pay.

Meanwhile, on other fronts, they assure a minimum efficieney
in state operations by abandoning at the outset all efforts to
modernize the State Constitution and at the end all efforts even
to make modest changes in Florida government.
Intensely the Jeffersonians plead for government close to home,
pauaing only to tzy to kill measures letting some localities, at
their own wish, a ·t tempt to remove slum conditions from their cities.
Earlier, bolstering states rights from the start, the lawmakers
hand out a legislative reapportionment formula which if okayed will
assurea (1) That Floridians will have to look increasingly to
the federal government for help in solving modern prOblems because
(2) The State Legislature still will be dominated by politicians
unresponsive to the needs of most of the people ..
For 60 days they '"ere here a and ""hen in a score of l'ears or so
the states are defu:.l Ct as important• vital peli·t.ical enti-ties, they
can look back and say to all the world: We O..id our part. Huzza.

DEC 2 2 1964

NEWS CONFERENCE
GOVERNOR FARRIS BRYANT
DECEMBER 10, 1964
NEWSMEN PARTICIPATING: Doug Starr, THE ASSOCIATED PRESS; Barbara
Frye, UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL, Alleh Morr~s, CRACKER POLITICS;
Don Dughi, WCTV; Frank Pepper, WCTVJ R. Starr, ABC RADIO; Budd
Mellichamp, ABC RADIO; John Hayes, WTVJ; George Thurston, WJXT;
Robert W. Delaney, ORLANDO SENTINEt; Everette Williard, FLORIDA
TIMES-UNION; Pete Barton, FLORIDA DEVELCPMEN~ COMMISSION.
GOVERNOR:

Good morning.

Do you have any

THURSTON:

Do you have any reaction to the C,; trcuit Court holding in

qu~stions

this morning?

Sarasota County yesterday?
GOVERNOR:

No, I think it poses a very active problem that it seems

to me ought to be resolved because without it, of course, the conduct
of many involved people can't be planned.
THURSTON:

Doesn't this have the effect of calling the whole 1965

regular session into question unless its resolved before that time?
GOVERNOR:

Well, now I just read a newspaper report on it and it's

very dangerous, of course, from a limited account to try to judge,
but I would think that it does.

This is the same proposition that

Wilbur Boyd had made at an earlier date, is it not?
THURSTON:

Yes sir, it is.

GOVERNOR:

Jhd I thought at the time that he had propositions which

prima facie at least deserved consideration.
HAYES:

Has any agreement been reached on members of the Board of

Regents?
GOVERNOR:
DELANEY:

No.
Do you have any more conferences planned with the Governor-

elect on the Board of Regents?
GOVERNOR:

Not a specific one.

I talked with him by telephone for

some time yesterday, and he and I do expect to get together probably
about one week from now.
FRYE:

Here?

GOVERNOR:
DELANEY:

Yes.
You won't make a decision before that conference on the

Board of Regents?
GOVEHNOR:

No, I don't think so.

In fact, I am sure that I won't.

D. STARR:

Governor, are you going to be guided by what he requests

as you indicated? ,
GO\~I~~ OR:

request.

I

am going to give serious and deep consideration to his

2

FRYE:

Governor, is the focal po+nt or the main part of your

discussion or any part of it have to do with the continuance or
discontinuance of the
GOVERNOR:

~rimester ~~iY~tetn?

Not ahy more.

up in some of the early

~hat c~me

discussions, but that has not been
adverted to in some time now.
;
R. STARR:

Governor, on another subject, last Tuesday in Cabinet
.1

Meeting, Senator Young presented six sites.
looked at today.

These sites are being

We hear reports that this Mirror Lake -- I think

that was the first one that was shown -- is the most desirable area
as far as the Senator's presentation in Cabinet.
to any Cabinet members ,about this?
GOVERNOR:

Only that day.

Have you talked

Have you heard any sentiment?

The comments around the table indicated

that this seemed to be a very likely site.

I had the privilege of

looking at it briefly last evening, but we will all be waiting on
Mr. Armstrong's report I am sure.
R. STARR:

Will you all be bound by what Mr. Armstrong suggests, then?

GOVERNOR:

No.

THURSTON:

Governor, have you picked tentatively at least in your own

Influenced, but not bound.

mind the names of the people that you would like to appoint to the
Board of Regents -- Burns concurring?
GOVERNOR:

No I haven't.

I operate on these appointments and the

Dade County judicial appointments and many many
same category.

others come in the

I have so many problems to work on that I don't

really turn my mind to any of them until I pull together all the strings
as they were and then sit down and do it.

You see, suppose you were

to decide that you wanted not more than X number of lawyers on the
Board and you would have to consider this in the light of not only
the number of lawyers, but their locations.
in the county.

There can only be one

And then if I were to make up my mind as to whom I

wish& and he made some suggestions to which I wish to accede, that
would throw me off at the categories of attorneys as well as
geographically, so I just don't bother to think about it.
FRYE:

Have you given any thought to appointing a Negro to the Board?

Has this come into your discussions?
GOVERNOR:

It has been mentioned.

everything else.
DELANEY:
elect?

It fits into the same category with

I have received -- I have not discussed.

Is that an area of disagreement between you and the Governor-

I
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GOVERNOR:
DELANEY:
GOVERNOR:
FRYE:

No.

We have no areas of disagreement.

Is it an area of so-called unagreemeht?
Well, the whole th+ng is an area of unagreement,

Governor, I didn*t realize really just how you go about

appointing the Board of Regents.

Do you actually just say; Well we

want two lawyers and a dentist and three •••
GOVERNOR:

I just suggest this ~s ohe of the considerations.

Obviously

you wouldn't want to end up with nine lawyers, for instance, or nine
dentists.
FRYE:

I just wondered if their actual business played a big part in

it.
GOVERNOR:

I would think so.

I would think that as you look at the

qualifications of the Board you would want to involve a fairly wide
spectrum of Florida culture and economy, and ..•
FRYE:

I thought maybe a primary interest in education was the over-

riding ..•
GOVERNOR:

Well, then I would take all professors, you see, because

they are more interested in education than anybody else.
wouldn't be, of course, what to do.

This

And then so frequently people

who have completed college and been in private life haven't had an
opportunity or occasion to evidence an interest in education.

If

you are running a lumber company and you graduated from college
unless you run for the school board there really hasn't been much you
can do to evidence your interest.

You could be in Gainesville every

Saturday evening •.• (laughter)
FRYE:

At the football games.

GOVERNOR:
MORRIS:

This is persuasive all right.

MORRIS:
GOVERNOR:

(laughter)

Governor, is there a possibility of having more than one man

from a county
GOVERNOR:

(laughter)

-- of more than one member from a county?

It is against the law.
Not in the new book of law?
Yes sir.

I checked to see whether or not in the opinion of

the Attorney General that restriction on the appointive powers of the
Governor was constitutional.

I am advised that it is constitutional

that, in fact, and, of course, it is obvious when you think about it
for a few moments, the Legislature often sets up a board, say now
one member shall be selected from these five counties, this district,
and

geographi~

limitations of this kind are quite proper and I assume

The future of public higher education in
Florida, and especially at the University
of South Florida, is to a very great
extent in the hands of the next governor.
Barring some serious lapse on his part,
he will serve for six years, until 1970.
If he defends and promotes academic
freedom, this university will blossom and
prosper; if he continues Bryant's policies
or worse, openly attacks the universities,
the future is bleak indeed.

USF and Allen

can and will accomplish great things in
an atmosphere of protective strength; they
will crumble into meaningless mediocrity
withmut that climate.

NEWS CONFERENCE
GOVERNOR FARRIS BRYANT
TALLAHASSEE
APRIL 2, 1964
NEWSMEN PARTICIPATING: Bill Bowen, WCTV; Barbara Frye, UNITED PRESS
INTERNATIONAL; John Hayes, WFGA, WTVJ ; Budd Mellichamp, ABC RADIO;
Jerry Mock, JOHN H. PERRY PAPERS; Allen Morris, CRACKER POLITICS;
Don North, ASSOCIATED PRESS; Bob Sherrill, MIAMI HERALD-ST. PETERSBURG
TIMES SERVICE; Ray Starr, ABC RADIO; George Thurston, WFLA, WJXT;
Everett Williard, FLORIDA TIMES UNION.

MAY 1 1 1964

NE\r.JS CCNFERENCE
GAVERNO!: FARRIS BRYANT
TALLAHASSEE

NEWSMEN PARTICIPATING: Bill Bowen, WCTV; Barbara Frye, UNITED PRESS
INTERNATIONAL; John Hayes WFGA, WTVJ; Budd Mellichamp 1 ABC RADIO;
Allen Morris, CRACKER POLlTICS; Frank Noel, ASSOCIATED PRESS; Den NorthJ
AS
IA~KD PRESS; Ray Sta r, ABC RADIO; George Tfturs~on, WJXT, !FLA.

Karl's charges of lack of leadership as the cause that the University
of Florida be censured by the American Association of University
Professors for academic freedom and that the Bryant administration has
not done its job in building roads in the Canaveral area?
GOVERNOR:
NORTH:

No, I . really don't.

You don't consider that a personal attack?

GOVERNOR:

No, not really.

I think Mr. Karl, as all the candidates, is

seeking something to talk about and this I guess provides the best he
can find.

It may be a commentary on his ability to do so.

THURSTON:

Have you had a chance to examine the purple pamphlet 1et?

GOVERNOR:

I have, but I haven't done it.

yet.

I haven't read the pamphlet

APR - 6 1964

NEWS C~NFERENCE
GOVERN0R FARRIS BRYANT
TALLAHASSEE
MARCH 26, 1964
NEWSMEN PARTICIPPTING: Bill BowenJ WCTV; Vernon Bradford~ TAMPA
TRIBUNE; Robert W, Delaney, nRLANDO SENTINEL-STAR; Red Davis, NBC NEWS;
James Gillespy, UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL; John Hayes; WfGA; WTVJ;
Budd Mellichamp, ABC RADIO; Don North , ASSOCIATED PRESS; Ray Starr,
ABC RADIO; Cloyd Taylor, NBC NEWS; George Thurston, WFLA, WJXT ;
Eve rett Williard; FlORIDA TIMES UN!ON.
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G~~R:

Well, yes, Mr. Terry Lee of the Bnard of Commissioners of

State Instituti0ns.

The Roard of Commis sioners owns the Centennial

Field and they have surveillance over R. A. Gray Park and I believe
he has

han~led

the arrangements for their use of Centennial Field and

R. A. Gray Park.

TH

N:

lbvernor~

is there any significance to the fact that Jo

Evans, who still maintains close ties with your office and the
investigating committee, is handling thG state's arrangements for the
march on Friday?
GOVERNOR:

Well, it's not true -- otherwise, yes.

I would say if it

were true it would be significant, but it is not true.
THURSTON: It is not true that he is handling the arrangements?
GOVERNOR:
BOWEN:

It is not true that he is handling the arrangements.

Governor, along this same line -- at this time do you or any

of the Cabinet officials plan to attend any of the talks Friday?
GOVERNOR:
BOWEN:

Any of the?

Talks by the Negro leaders?

GOVERNOR:

No, I have no such plans.

I don't know what the plans of

the other Cabinet members are.
BOWEN:

You have not been invited?

GOVERNOR:

I don't know anybody that's been invited.

I haven't and

I don't know of others.
THURSTON:

Governor, when I inquired of City Manager Arvah Hopkins

earlier in the week about arrangements for managing the large number
of people expected in town, he referred me to Mr. Evans as the man
who is handling the arrangements for the state.

Was he in error?

GOVERNOR:

He was in error if he made that statement.

THURSTON:

Can you tell us who is handling the arrangements?

SOWEN:

Governor_, a..s yet hav.A y ou

had

Investigation Committee's book ?
GOVERNOR:
say.

I have had a chance, but I haven't done it, I am sorry to

This has not been as you probably suspect deliberate effort at

evasion, but I have been kind of busy and I just haven't done that.
I do have a copy of it and expect to

d~

it.
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former press aid

now

staff director of the Legislative Investigation Committee made a
speech in Jacksonville yesterday charging that the previous committee
left 123 names of teachers that he thought their morality was
questioned.

He said no state agency would do anything about this

and he urged that something be done.

Have you seen Mr. Evans 1 speech

or have you any comment on the entire situation?
GOVERNOR:
a comment.

It was on my desk when I return from lunch.

Yes, I have

I don 1 t know -Have no personal knowledge about the

existence of the list other than that statement by Mr. Evans, which
I have no reason to question, but it seems to me that the 1963

-8Legislature established a Professional Practices Committee of the
FEA for the purpose of investigating matters of this kind and many
others relating to

teache~s

and without having had a chance to

study it it wculd seem to me offhartd that this would be the body
that ought initially to make these investigations if investigations
are called for.

And certainly if there is that evidence, the

investigations are called for.

After that has been done, if grounds

are found then they should refer them to the State Board of Education
which could make the determination if it wished to revoke their
certificates.
FRYE:

Well, that is what Mr. Bailey recommended a month or so ago

that this commission make these investigations if they are to be
made?
GOVERNOR:

I didn 1 t know about the existence of whatever number you

used a moment ago R. STARR:

One hundred and twenty-three, sir.

GOVERNOR:

Until I read the story on my desk a few moments before

coming in here.
THURSTON:

Governor, do you regard the teachers being under suspicion

as sufficient grounds for in Evans' words "doing something about
it? "
GOVERNOR:

First of all that is -- I think a special education

committee has been established by the Legislature and as a group to
do something about it.

I think they ought to.

Now, if they fail

to do so, and they were just formalized I believe about a month
or so ago, then I think the State Board of Education ought to
investigate the nature of the charges.
THURSTON:

Does it have any facilities for making such an investi-

gation?
GOVERNOR:

It has none that I know of.

D. STARR:

How would they do it?

GOVERNOR:

They would have to hire somebody - an investigator - as

has been contemplated, as a matter of fact by the State Department
of Education - not by the Board of Education.
D. STARR:

Do they have authority to hire --

GOVERNOR:

Oh, it could be granted very easily.

There would be no

-9getting them the authority to do this. The problem, of
is
course, is as to what body/the proper one to do it.
FRYE:

Mr. Bailey said it would be real expensive and take a lot

of personnel from his department to do it?

GOVERNOR:

I don't krlow about that.

Of course, I have very little

knowledge of the size of the problem, but investigators, good ones,
are hard to come by, particularly in this field.

Nevertheless, I

would say that in any instance where there is an apparently valid
or possibly valid charge against a teacher, the teacher is entitled
and the public is entitled -- and I include the parents and children
in there -- to have the charges investigated to determine whether
or not on the one hand they are unfounded or on the other hand
grounds for removal.
to do this first.
follow up.

Now, the special education commission ought

If they don 1 t, the Foard of Education should
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GOVERNOR:
HAYES:

Good afternoon.

Governor, do you have any

co~ment

on this Legislative

_ ead the report
seen it to speak of.

I have read the various remarks concerning it.

WILLIARD:

Have you seen the pictures?

GOVERNOR:

No, sir, I have not.

FRYE:

You haven't seen the book?

GOVERNOR:

No, I haven't.

HAYES:

I have a copy here if you would like to look at it and give

us

judgment on the pictures?

~

GOVERNOR:
BOWEN:

No, I wouldn't.

Governor, let me ask you this concerning this matter - do you

think that this sort of thing is proper from the comments you have
heard and the things you have more personally heard?
GOVERNOR:

Well, of course, first of all I start off with several

premises:

one of them is that this is a legislative committee action

and, therefore, not subject to my official review.

Secondly, I

impute to the legislative committee good motives in trying to

-3disseminate information concerning a bad practice that apparently
has grown up in Florida in common with many other states in the
nation.

Third, it may well be, depending upon the proposed dissemin-

ation that the pictorial contents about which I have read are not
what ought to be included in a magazine of general circulation.
think that would be clearly true;
depend upon what the circulation
good or bad thing to do.

I

It would seem to me that it would
~as

as to whether or not this was a

I know that if they had circulated this

just to officials that the press would have demanded to see it and
that would have been proper.

Then if they sent it to the· press

without the demand - well then of course some of them are mad because
it was sent, but this also is par for the course.

I would think that

if the distribution were limited to those persons who could profit by
increased knowledge of a bad practice and therefore better perform
their function either as law enforcement or law making officials on
the one hand or responsible people of the news media on the other
hand it is fine.

If the dissemination is beyond that very limited

group, I would think it would not be a good thing to do.

Now that

is about the most I can tell you on it.
DELANEY:

Governor, do you have any information at all, sir, on the

number of copies of this booklet that were printed?
GOVERNOR:

No, I don't.

BRADFORD:

Well, do you think, Governor, that there is any way of

education through vulgar pictures?
GOVERNOR:

Well, of course, I am opposed to the dissemination of --

is there any way of education
BRADFORD:

Does it serve any purpose of educating these people who

would be concerned with it?
GOVERNOR:

Well, I haven't seen the pictures so I don't know, nor

have I read the accompanying comments to know what the purpose was.
FRYE:

A copy was not sent to you?

GOVERNOR:

Yes, a copy has been sent to me, but I receive copies of

lots of things I haven't read yet and this is one of them.
FRYE:

Things that have caused this much discussion and you have not

wanted to look at them to see what it was all about?
GOVERNOR:

Well, as a matter of fact, I don't particularly want to

look at this from what I have read about it.

-4BOWEN:

Well, coutd you conceive of any circumstances that would

require you to ask for the withdrawal of the publication?
GOVERNOR:

I don't have that authority, unless the Attorney General

rules that it is in violation of some law.. Now, I would think, though,
that you might have something there and you might file a complaint
with the local State Attorney.

I believe that is what is provided

under our obscene literature law, and if you conceive this to be such
this might be a good thing for you to do.
~HURSTON:

Governor, would you think that the printing of

2~000

copies

would be within the reasonable limits of publication for limited
distribution?
GOVERNOR:

I don't know what the limits of distribution are.

To whom

is it distributed?
THURSTON:

Well, Representative Mitchell said last night primarily

members of the Legislature, the press and law enforcement officials
and sheriffs and would be made available in bulk if necessary to
organizations for educational purposes.
GOVERNOR:

Well, how many of these people are there?

THURSTON:

I don't know.

GOVERNOR:

Well, I can't answer you.

THURSTON:

You are told there were 2,000 books printed.

GOVERNOR:

Well, if in their judgment 3,000 people need it, I would

say this would be too few, but if only 1,000 people need it, I would
say it was too many.
BRADFORD:

I really don't know.

Were you aware of this report ?

Did you have discussions

concerning its release before
GOVERNOR:

I had no knowledge of it at all, frankly, until I read about

it in the paper.
DELANEY:
GOVERNOR:

Have you discussed it with Mr. Evans ?
Not discussed it - he told me that there was a story in one

of the papers indicating that the return address was the Governor's
Office, but that that was not true - that the return address was not
the Governor's Office and that so far as he knew the Governor's Office
was not involved in it in any way.

He showed me a label which he said

was put on the envelope - a return address label which indicated
P. 0. Box 1044, I believe, or some such thing - and had no indication
of the Governor's Office.

Now, I don't know whether the return label

-5was the Governor's Office or not, but we did have this discussion and
he assured me that the Governor's Office was not involved.
FRYE:

Did you ask him about this?

GOVERNOR:

No, he volunteered that and he brought me a half dozen

return labels -- I meant to stickano in my pocket, but I don't have it.
FRYE:

I have one.

GOVERNOR~

He was passing tnem put this morning.

(laughter)

Well, then you know whether o.r not what I tell you is

accurate or not.

I

didn~t

see the envelope in which it went out so
'

I don't know.
BOWEN:

In other words, you don't

it or agree with it at this

cond~mn

time?

··

GOVERNOR:

I haven't read it.

judgment on it.

I don't pass

I am hesitant to condemn anybody until I have heard

their side of the picture.
in the paper.

I haven't seen it.

Now, you

I haven't seen that

Mr. Mitchell had a statement

s~y

either and I am quite

s~~tement

sure that these gentlemen started out· W,ith an honest and sincere
a~~

desire to do a job in fighting, what
to be, a bad practice.

They may or

I don 't condemn them for erring.

I

..
rna~
· ,

i~I

of us I think would recognize
not have erred in doing this.

m~ght
.

~

disagree with them on the

i

part:.cular means that they chose to ·s erve a good goal.
:•

FRYE:

But doyou disagree with

GOVERNOR:
BOWEN1

them~

I haven't seen the means, .so I can't tell you that.

What about your statement a

care to read it?

f~w ~oments

Are you going to r¢ad it?

statement a few moments ago - you
GOVERNOR:

'I

wou l;d~'t

ago -- you wouldn't

I mean wasn't that your
care to read it?

I wouldn't care to read what I have read in the newspapers

-- the discription of the material as

g~ven

to me in the newspapers --

that's all I have to go by.
DELANEY:

Governor, if you feel that there is some doubt about the

accuracy of the newspaper accounts of it, do you not feel that you
want to find out for yourself
GOVERNOR:

Well, if I use that as a standard I would be reading all

of the time.
FRYE:

by reading it?

That is all I would do.

Touche.

BRADFORD:

You do spend considerable time reading, don't you?

GOVERNOR:

I spend about four hours a day doing nothing but reading

pamphlets and surveys and plans, and programs.

--6-~

FRYE:

Well, this has been a subject which you have shown some

particular interest -- and that is one reason why we are asking you
about it, too.
GOVERNOR:
SEVERAL:

When was this book distributed?
Tuesday.

GOVERNOR:

All day yesterday I was gone from the office.

this morning.

I have been in the bffice about two hours I guess

since this book came out.
NORTH:

I got back

I haven't had time to read it.

They mailed it last week -- the press distribution was

yesterday~

FRYE:

You didn't deliberately not read it until after this news

conference is over, did you?
GOVERNOR:

No.

(laughter)

I don't mind telling you what my practice is.

mind telling you.

I don't

I get in worlds of material that I want to read at

some time in the future and I have one drawer in my desk that I toss
pamphlets and books in and then as I get on an airplane and travel
about the state, or go home in the evening, I pick up some of them and
take with me.

I haven't picked this one up to take with me and that's

about the size of it.
FRYE:

So you don't know if you will ever read it?

GOVERNOR:

No, I don't know whether I ever will or not, probably I

will, in view of the controversy that has risen about it.
BRADFORD:

Well, if you felt -- after reading it, if you did feel that

the pictures or the material and/or were very objectionable and might
be objectionable to parents and children who might read it, would you
then feel called upon to make a suggestion to the committee even
though it is a legislative committee rather than an executive -GOVERNOR:

I would think that if I had any advice for them that was

helpful in the handling of this matter in a fashion that would be
more appropriate than the one they have, I would be delighted and I
think my relationship with the members of the committee is such that
I could call them and suggest that they do it in another fashion.
would not come out with any public statement about it.

I

I would merely

discuss it with them informally and suggest that they take another
course.
BOWEN:

Well, Governor, since the Dade delegation has been so adversely

outspoken on this issue, have any of them been in contact with you?

-7GOVERNOR:
BOWEN:

No, sir.

They haven't?

GOVERNOR:

I have had no comment from any legislator.

As a matter of

fact, there has been more discussion of it right here in the press
conference this afternoon than I have had all told - l say ten times
as much as I have engaged in about it4
FRYE:

You haven't had any large

amo~nt

of mail, or telegrams, or

telephone calls about this?
GOVERNOR:

I don't think I have had any, but I expect if publicity

keeps up we will have some.

I think it will be generated by this

conversation here this afternoon, and then you can ask me what I heard
and we can go on from there.
FRYE:

(laughter)

We will have something to talk about for the next eight months.

GOVERNOR:

Yes.

dOVEB ORt

I haTe

oo~

seen it to speak of.

read the report yet, no~

a matter ot tact

I have raad the various remarks concerning it.

WILLIARD:

Have you seen the pictures?

GOVERNOR:

No, sir, I have not.

FRYE:

&$

You haven't seen the book?

GOVERNOR:

No, I haven't.

HAYES:

I have a copy here if you would like to look at it and give

us

judgment on the pictures ?

~

GOVERNOR:
BOWEN:

No, I wouldn't.

Governor, let me ask you this concerning this matter - do you

think that this sort of thing is proper from the comments you have
heard and the things you have more personally heard?
GOVERNOR:

Well, of course, first of all I start off with several

premises:

one of them is that this is a legislative committee action

and, therefore, not subject to my official review.

Secondly, I

impute to the legislative committee good motives in trying to

f
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GOVERNOR:
HAYES:

Good afternoon.

Governor, do you have any

co~~ent

on this Legislative
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Mrs. Margaret Pennington Addison
about

52

years old, believed to be widowed, with grown children

Parents: a Mr. and Mrs. Penning ton, i n Poinsettia. Villa g e
love interest: Col. Kermit Beverly,

Temple Terrace

member AAUW, Alpha Gamma Delta
doesn't work, said to hav e · once worked for VA

1

o-ka

. . Co . ~k.

PB-V~

¥ ·

Said to have AB from Wisconsin, MA from Chicago
Has shown unusual interest in Maxine MacKay, Margaret Fisher,
calls them frequently, has dropped suggestive hints to
Ma xi ne, etc.
A USF student politically active for Burns says some one in
Burns office told him Mrs. Addison is on retainer t o' an
unnamed group (reported fee: $10,000 annually) to send in
information on homosexualit y and lesbianism.

The

she gathers is said to be "available" to Burns .

inf~mation

Burns' people

consider the woman bi-sexual, a floozie, but a valuable stool
pigeon .

Student is Ro scoe Davidson.

Mrs . Addison knows Mrs. Allen, among others at the University ,
is active in several or g anizations,

j o ined USF F oundation in

1964 (after Mrs. Allen sug ge sted her name to June Miller) and
gave
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